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Бябляогр. 60.
Рассматриваются общие свойства геометризованных теорий гравитации. Даш коваркантяая фор-

мулировка законов сохранения в произвольном римановом пространстве-времени. В теория Эйнштейна
как симметричный, так • канонический1 тензоры энергии-импульса системы вешество плюс гравитацион-
ное поле, и, в частности, эиергяя-ямпульс свободных гравитационных волн оказывается равным нулю.
Поскольку гравитационные волны переносят кривизну и, следовательно, ьоэдействуют на детектор, то
это свидетельствует о внутреннем противоречии теории Эйнштейна.

Для того, чтобы понять истоки трудностей и проблем с энергкеи-импульсом в теории Эйнштейна,
гравитационное поле рассматривьгтся так же, как и все другие физические поля в рамках обычного
формализма лоренц-кивариантноя теории поля. Объединение этого подхода с эйнштейновской идеей о
геометрязашш позволяет построить геометризованную теорию гравитации, свободную от внутренняя про-
тиворечий, с четко определенными понятиями энергии-импульса гравитационного поля и успешно описы-
вающую все известные экспериментальные факты. Геометрнзашя теории проводятся только в той степе-
ни, которая с необходимостью следует из эксперимента (геометриэация только плотности лагранжиана
вещества). Уравнения гравитационного поля формулируются в терминах евкпкдового пространства-време-
ни с метрическим тензором у.. . в то время ~-г>к движение вещества может быть полностью описано
в терминах неевклидового пространстве-времени с метрическим тензором 0, . Для сильных гравитаци-
онных полей предсказания рассматриваемой квазнлкнейноя геометризованной теории заметно отличают-
ся от предсказаний эйнштейновской формулировки теории гравитации. В теории отсутствуют черные
дыры. Результаты расчета потока энергии гравитационных волн строго однозначны н показывают, что
гравитационные волны несут положительно определенную энергию.
Abstract

Logunov A.A., Folomeshkin V.N.
The Energy-momentum Problem «nd Gravitation Theory. Serpukhov, 1977.
p. 89. (ПШР 77-53). :
Bate. 60.
General properties of geometrlzed gravitations»-theories are considered. A covarlant

formulation of conservation laws In sn arbitrary Blemann space-time Is presented. In t
4
e

Einstein theory botb symmetric snd canonical energy-momentum tensor* of the matter and

gravitational field system and. In particular, energy-momentum of free gravitational waves

prove to be equal to zero. Since gravitational waves carry tbe curvature and, consequently,

affect the detector, this bears witness to an Intrinsic contradiction of the Einstein the-

ory. To realize the sources cf difficulties concerning energy-momentum In tiie Binstela the-

ory the gravitational field Is treated in the same wsy as al
1
 the other physical fields.

I.e. In terms of usual Lorentz-Invariant field theory. Unification of this approach with

the flnsteln ld»« ot geoaetrlzation enables to construct the geometrlzed theory, which Is

free from contradictions, has clearly defined the notions of gravitation field energy-mo-

mentum and satisfactorily describes all known experimental fact*. To construct • logically

consistent theory one should geometrlze enly the density of the matter Lagranglan. The

gravitation field equations are formulated in terms of the lublldean space-time with a

metric tensor y
lk
 , while the matter motion яау bs completely described In terms of the non-

Euclidean space-time with a metric tensor ц . For strong gravitational fields the predic-

tions of the quasi-linear theory under canslaeratlon appriciably differ from those of the

Einstein formulation of the gravitation theory. Ho black holes are present in the theory.

The results of the calculation for the energy flow of gravitational waves are rigorously

unambiguous and «how that gravitational waves carry positively definite energy.



I N T R O D U C T I O N

The Einstein general relativity is one of the basic modern

physical theories. Completely describing all the regularities of

the Newtonean gravitation theory, the Einstein theory has explai-

ned and predicted a number of other effects; drift of the Mercury

perihelion, light deflection, radiosignal delay within the solar

field, cosmological red shift in nonstationary Universe models.

Identification of the gravitational field with the geometric

structure of space-time continium on the basis of the Riemann

geometry is the most significant and specific feature of GR. It

has incarnated the ideas of Lobachevsky and Riemann of a

possible connection between geometric properties of space-time

and physical interactions.

Yet, the specific completely geometrized formulation 01 the

Einstein gravitation theory brought about problems having no ana-



logy In all the other physical theories. The probits of energy-

•onentum inGR is a most Important oue. Einstein had always been

considering the energy-momentum conservation law as one of the

most fundamental ones, which should hold in any physical theory.

"The energy-momentum theorem is the most general law of material

processes" (Einstein ). "Undoubtedly one must require, that the

matter and the gravitational field should both satisfy the ener-

gy-momentum conservation laws" (Einstein^ ).

By the time of creating GR there had been no covariant for-

mulation of the conservation laws — the covariant method of infi-

nitesimal displacements. Therefore simultaneously with a transi-

tion to the non-Euclidean space-time and formulation of basic

gravitational field equations Einstein had, so to say, inciden-

tally to create the ideology and formalism of the energy-momentum

conservation laws in the non-Euclidean space-time. Einstein chose

the simplest way, i.e., the analogy with the formulation of the

conservation laws in the Cartesian coordinate system of the Eucli-

dean space-time, though neither the Euclidean space-time, nor the

Cartesian coordinates exist in the completely geometrized Einstein

gravitation theory. The covariant conservation equaiion

VJ* = о

takes place in the Einstein gravitation theory.



Due to the presence of a covariant derivative In this equation

the integral conservation laws cannot be obtained in a usual

fashion. And Einstein required that the energy-momentum conserva-

tion laws should have a form of a usual derivative

in an arbitrary curvilinear coordinate system.

As result, noncovariant "pseudotensors" appeared in the theory.

Einstein wished to preserve the conservation laws by all

means. Even the manifest violation of the general covariancy prin-

ciple, which he had formulated himself, was not r.n obstacle for

The absence of the general covariancy of the theory equa-

tions was a characteristic feature of early versions of the Bin -

stein relativistic geometrized gravitation theory .Einstein even

proved that the general covariancy of the geometrized gravitation

field equations was impossible ' . Therefore equation (1), in

spite of its manifest noncovariancy, was natural and noncontra-

dlctory in those early versions of the theory, it was in good

agreement with the basic principles of the existing at that time

"We have no foundations for the gravitational equations
to be generally covariant" (Einstein^7/). "We must require the
gravitational field equations should be covariant with respect to
linear transformations only" (Einstein/7^).



gravitation theory*'. Yet, in a late-- formulation of the principle

of general covarlancy and basic equations of the covariant field

/5/

theory f Einstein did not formulate the generally cova-

riant conservation laws which would correspond to s new generally

covariant form of the theory. Einstein transferred the old nonco-

variant conservation law (1) into the new theory in its old pattern

which corresponded to neither form, nor ideology of the new

theory. As a result, a discrepancy between the generally covariant

nature of theory and noncovoriant formulation of the energy-momen-

tum conservation laws appeared. This resulted in appearing parado-

xes 9 ~ 1 1 ; and as it was discovered later,a choice of a coordinate

system could attribute a preset value,e.g..equal to zero ^,to

the total "energy" of a system In the EinsteinS formulation. But

even if the method of "energy flow" calculation proposed by Eii.stein

is followed consistently, while the generally covariant density

__ /16/
of the Lagrangian v~9R is always used, a rigorously zero value
is obtained for the gravitational wave "energy flow".

"... requiring that the conservation laws should be held,
we considerably specialize the reference frame and thus refuse from
establishing the gravitation equations in the generally covariant
form" (Einstein/8/).



These results are manifestly not the ones etrived

for by Einstein, and not the ones which, as we expect, should take

place In an acceptable physical theory. Therefore it is expedient

to consider the question of whether the formulation of the gravi-

tation theory in ihe Einsteiniinterpretation is the only one and

whether other gravitation theories exist, which just as satisfac-

torily describe the known experimental facts, but allow a consis-

tent formulation of the energy-momentum problem, as it is the case

will, all the other physical theories.

The general properties of geometrized gravitation theories"'

/17/
are considered in paper . The known experimental facts do not

require geometrization of the gravitational field Lagranglan den-

sity. The Einstein theory assumes that besides geometrization of

the matter Lagrangian density, the gravitational field Lagrangian

density is also geometrized (total geometrization), with the ваша

metric tensor being used,In terms of which the matter motion (the

Einstein geometrization) 4s described.la theories with the total geo-

aetrization the energy-momentum of trem gravitational waves Is equal

to zero, while in the theories with the Einstein geometrization the

total energy-momentum tensor of the matter plus gravitational Held

X
^A theory is called geometrized if the «attar Lagrangian

density is dependent on gravitational field variables (massless

symmetric tensor of the second rank Ф
1к
 ) only through a metric

tensor д
л
. /17/.
ik



system Is also equal to zero . As truly Mentioned by Einstein ,

in this case "such conclusions we used to make from the conserva-

tion laws cannot be drawn" (equality to zero of the symmetric ener-

gy-momentum tensor of the gravitation field has been mentioned

/25 26/
in papers ' ),but the notion of energy-momentum is general i--•

all the physical theories, and every specific theory cannot invent

its own notion of "energy". Therefore we,as well as Einstein did

also consider equality to zero ot the energy-momentum tensor of the

matter plus gravitational field system to be an evidence for the

fact that energy-momentum cannot have the same sense as in all

the other physical theories. We also agree with Einstein that the

exceptional position ol the gravitational field eneigy as compa-

red with all the other types of energy would result in unaccep-

table consequences" . If following Einstein one requires the

energy-momentum conservation laws should have the same sense In

the gravitation theory as in all the other physical theories,

then the equations of the Einstein's version of the gravitrtios

theory must be changed. The free gravitation field Lagrangian

density should be nongeometrized.

Sections 2-3 of the present paper consider the соvariant

and noncovariant formulations of the method of infinitesimal disp-

lacements in an arbitrary Riemannian space-time. It Is shown that

in an arbitrary coordinate system of the Riemanniae space-time



one may simultaneously introduce the соvariant teneor densities

satisfying the covariant conservation equations and noncovariant

generalized complexes satisfying the noncovariant conservation

equations. Writing down the conservation equations in a coveri.ant

or noncovariant form is not associated with the presence or ab-

sence of gravitational field (the Euclidean or non-

Euclidean nature of space-time). No principle probleas la formu-

lating the differential conservation laws in the non-Euclidean

space-time as compared with the Euclidean one, arise.

Sec.4 considers some consequences of covariant identities

deduced for gravitation theories with the Einstein geometrization

via the covariant method of infinitesimal displacements. As a con-

sequence of the field equations the symmetric energy-momentum ten-

sor of the matter plus gravitational field system is equal to zero

for such theories. The canonical energy-вошепturn tensor in the

most general case differs from the symmetric one by tt? covariant

divergence of a antisymmetric spin tensor. As to theories formu-

lated in the Euclidean space-time, for which a satisfactory for-

mulation ot the Integral energy-momentum conservation laws is pos-

sible, this divergence makes no contribution Into the Integral cha-

racteristics of the system; therefore in describing the integral

characteristics, the d>:nmetric and canonical energy-b-oaientua tensors

are equivalent. For the Einstein theory with the hagronginn density



the canonical energy-momentum tensor of the gravitational

field proves to be equal to the symmetric one end, consequently

energy-momentum canonical and symmetric tensors prove to be equi-

valent, as well as for all the other theories. But, according to

the field equations, the two tensors are equal to zero In the Bin -

stein theory .We shall also show that even In terms of noncovarlant

method of Infinitesimal displacements one can construct the deduc-

tion scheme in such a way that tbe symmetric energy-momentum ten-

sor of the gravitational field will be obtained as an energy-momen-

tum "pseudotensor" in tbe Einstein theory.And what Is move,the

deduction scheme can always be applied in such a way that the sym-

metric energy-momentum tensor would be obtained in the capacity

of the canonical energy-momentum teneor.Therefore all the questions

associated with the difference of the two tensors will disappear by

themselves. The known procedure of the symmetrlzatlon for the ca-

/27 28/
nonical energy-momentum tensor ' corresponds to the transition

from a conventional canonical energy-momentum tensor to the sym-

metric one.

In Sec. 5 we will supply &n example of a calculation lor the

gravitational wave "energy flow", rigorously following the Einstein»

standard method but using the generally coverlant Lqgrangian

slty v^-flR'The strictly zero valvi is obtained tor "energy flow"

calculated in such a way. It is shorn that the positive value of

10



the gravitational wave "energy" in GH, obtained by Sinstein in

his time'24'', is associated only with the usage of the noncova-

riant expression (without second order derivatives) for the Lagran-

glan density which, as known,can be used without the violation of

general covariancy of the theory whi' deducing the field equa-

tions only.

The equivalence principle is discussed In Sec. 6. it Is no-

ted that this principle is Invalid for all the physical proces-

ses, and only the equality of inertial and gravitational masses

holds for test particles.

The general properties of the geometrlzed gravitation tbec-

ries are considered in Sec. 7. To realize the sourses of difficul-

ties and problems with the energy-momentum in the Einstein theory

we shall consider the gravitational field as well aa all tbe other

physical fields in terras of the usual formalism of tbe Lorentz -

Invariant field theory. This means that we ehall assume the rela-

tivity principle for all the physical processes Including the gra-

vitation field, to be valid. Unification of this approach with

a profound Einstein' s Idea of geometrization makes it possible to

construct the geometrlzed gravitation theory, which is free from

Intrinsic contradictions, and allows to define clearly the notion

of gravitational energy-momentum.Geometrization of the theory is

realized only to an extent following from an experiment (geometri-

zation only of the matter Lagrangian). Though the theory is formi-

11



lated ID the Euclidean space-tine with a metric tensor У .the

matter notion can be described In terms of the non-Euclidean space-

tlase with a metric tensor Я
л
-

The formulation of differential conservation laws in an

arbitrary geometrlzed theory la considered in Sec. 8. It is shown

that the covariant conservation equation for the total energy-mo-

mentum tensor of the natter plus gravitational field system in

the Euclidean space-time with a metric tensor V
ik
 can be put down

in the form of a covariant derivative of the energy-momentum ten-

sor of a matter only in the non-Euclidean space-time with a metric

tensor g . Thus these formulas are just two different forms of

putting down the same conservation law.

Sec. 9 presents a brief formulation of integral conservation

laws in an arbitrary curvilinear coordinate system of the Eucli-

dean space-time. It is indicated that such a formulation requires

that the operations of the covariant integration of tensor quanti-

ties should be introduced.

The properties of one of the versions of quasilinear geomet-

rized gravitation theories describing all the known experimental

facts are considered in Sec. 10. As differed from the Einstein

gravitation theory, the-fundamental solution for static spheri-

cally symmetric field is characterized by two constants (masses)

and differs sharpl> from the Schwarzschield's solution in strong

gravitational fields. There are no black holes in the theory.

12



Sec. 11 gives the calculation for the energy flow of gravi-

tational waves radiated by an arbitrary limited system In a quasi-

linear theory. The results are rigorously unambiguous and testify

to the fact that In the gravitation theory under consideration the

gravitational waves carry positively definite energy as It is the

case for all the other physical fields.

Sec. 12 presents a brief discussion on a possibility to

test the theory experimentally.

II. THE COVARIANT FORMULATION
OF THE INFINITESIMAL DISPLACEMENT METHOD

IN AN ARBITRARY RIEMANN SPACE-TIME

To elucidate the general regularities of the formulation of

the energy-momentum differential conservation laws a consistent

covariant formulaticr. of the method of infinitesimal displacements

in en arbitrary Riemann space-time is necessary.

The general covariance of physical expressions and equations

is a necessary condition, a physical theory applying arbitrary cur-

vilinear coordinate system to describe physical phenomena, should

meet. "The general auestions of a theory should be expressed

through equations valid in all the coordinate systems" (Einstein ).

''The covariance requirement is a standing to reason and purely lo-

gical one, such that in cases when a coordinate system is not pre-

13



set, equations written In different coordinates were mathemati-

cally equivalent" (Fock'
29
'). Therefore In connection with the

standard noncovariaat formulation of the differential conserva-

tion lawa In the Einstein gravitation theory dating back to the

known papers''
3
"

9
'

25
'

30
"

34
^lt is appropriate to say in the Winner's

words that "one has to bring the statements of the general theory

of relativity into such fora that they conform with the basic

principles of the general relativity theory itself"'
35
^.

With a consistent covariant formulation of the differential

conservation laws, any noncovariant quantities of "pseudotensor"

type surely do not and cannot appear in the theory. However since

much attention was focussed on these quantities in the past, we

shall consider this question and show that in any curvilinear coor-

dinate system one may, simultaneously with the covariant tensor

quantities (energy-momentum tensors, spin, etc), Introduce nonco-

variant generalized complexes ("pseudotensors") representing gene-

ralization in case of a continuous medium of the known notion of

/36/
classical mechanics - the generalized momentum

We shall consider the closed system of fields Ф
K
 in an arbit-

rary Riemann space-tine with a metric tensor g . Let the Lagran-

glan density of the system under consideration be of the form

14



We confine ourselves with a class of theories »ltn derivatives

In 0 of at aost the second order and with derivatives In the

fields Ф of at most the first order, though these limitations

mre not Important, jnvarlance of the action Integral

with respect to arbitrary Infinitesimal transformations of the

coordinates

x - x' + f (x) (3)

suggests that the action integral variation Is equal to zero

The Buler-Lagr ange variation fiL/Sfl **
 ot t h e

 form

Sg dg a(d g) *
 k
 d(d Э g) '

The density of the current vector J is presented in the form

8{д
p

{ ) 9ф
д{д В g )

 p
 <» did ф) *

' P h " A

IS



S7 la the operator of a covariant derivative In space-time with

a Metric tenaor g ( t

i i i n

Tbe variations fig , S(d fl. ) and 5 ^ . with coordinate trans-
l k P Cm "

formation (3) take the form

With account of these equalities we shall transform the

density vector J into the sum of items of the following form:

к к i kn i kta •

J = P f + M4 VJ * N. Vt Va € . (7)
fc kn kin

Tensor densities P, M. , N{ take the form

(
= -2fl L

>p

16

В,в (nf)k n (»f)kp ^ <mn)kp



Here we Introduced the following designations

(ktyao ,

Note that tbe expansion of the vector density J into items

It. expression (7) is covarlant. With arbitrary coordinate transfor-

mations each item and tensor density P& > M and N^ are trans-

formed independently of each other. Various quantities are not

"mixed up".

Lot us put down the variation of tbe action Integral In the

form

0,

where the symmetric energy-momentum tensor t is

i

From arbitrariness of the displacement vector £, in expres-

sion C.1) there follow two identities valid irrespective of ful-

filment of tbe motion equations Sl_/5<£A
=0:



B
'

k

л

8*

F . Ф )
A.I ^

S
L 8

V. t - - 7
Ь
(—• F . Ф ) V Ф (12)

Under the condition of holding tbe *otion equations

A
= 0 (14)

Identity (12) Is converted Into tbe known covarlant conservation

equation for tbe density of the total symmetric energy-aoaenttui

tensor of the ayste» under consideration

V
k
\ = 0. (IS)

To derive соvariant relations fron equality (13), which are

dependent only on tensor densities characterizing the physical

system in question, it is essential to get rid of an arbitrary dis-

placement vector £ which is not related to the properties of the

physical system. In solving this problem we shall use the follow-

ing identities

(1t%\

18



(17)

«here curly brackets stand for ayaaetrizatlon In the corresponding

indues

* «

Bqualitles (16) and (17) аПочт to put down identity (13)in

the fora

S
 +
 (18)

k n

|kfo < 1 kfn

^ -ok
where tensor densities ', and 5j have the fora

n k
 nk | klo knt

l
 =
 *

 +
 T I

 l l
 (20У

Now we shall aake use of the following theorem/
37
^ :

if the identity

19



i

holds «lth an arbitrary choice of the vector £ (x), the Identi-

ties

A, = c, B* - o, C*f = o, D*fn - o.

hold as «ell.

This theorem makes It possible to put down a system of equa-

tions instead of equation (18), which under tbe condition of hol-

ding motion equations (14) and «lth account of(15) equality may be

presented in the form

2 ikl «»

k
 rk »kл.

(22)

o,

№1
N =0.

(24)

The system of covariant equations (21-24) is Independent of

an arbitrary displacemert vector £ (x) and thus It characterises

only the physical system involved.

Identities (21-24) are valid in an arbitrary Riemann space-

time. In the particular case of the Euclidean space-time the ten-

sor densities t, , t, and \ are the conventional densities

20



of energy-momentum tensors (symmetric and canonical ones) and a

spin tensor. Therefore it is quite natural to assume that in the

к „к ко kta

non-Euclidean space-time the quantities t
{
 , t

(
 , 5. and N. de-

fined via expressions (8-10, 19-23) are the generalization of the

corresponding "Euclidean" magnitudes for the general case of an

arbitrary Riemann space-time. In the non-Euclidean space-time

terms manifestly dependent on the curvature tensor are added to

к „к kn kin
the "Euclidean" tensor densities Г , t. ,$j and N . Yet these

terms are added only in theories with the second order derivatives

of the field variables.In theories with derivatives of at most the

first order the expression for the density tensor t. in the non-

Euclidean space-time has formally the same form as in the Euclidean

one.The tensor density t. is defined in such a way that the quanti-
,

k
 ~k

 c
kn v£n

ties | • i . *. a n d N. for the non-Euclidean space-time in

theories with second order derivatives should satisfy the seme

that in theories with the first order derl-

kfk&,
vatives. The tensor density of super-moment N. is not equal

to zero only for theories in which the Lagrangian density is depen-

dent on the second order derivatives of the field variables.Accord-

kn

ing to equation(23)the spin tensor density У should be antisym-

metric in upper indices. Relations (23) and (24) are valid irres-

pective of fulfilment of the motion equations. Therefore they impo-

se no limitations on the theory. Bearing in mind that equations(23)



and (24) hold identically and impose no restrictions on the theory,

one can simplify the derivation of relations (21-22), representing

the quantity V
k
J^ in the form

Ъе*\*е
1
)-
 <25)

Putting this expression into formula (4) and repeating the calcu-

lations we easily obtain equations (21) and (22).

Equations (IS), (21) and (22) hold only under the condition

of fulfilling the motion equations. Therefore relations (15),(21)

and (22) may be treated as a form of representing the motion equa-

tions.

According to equality (22) the canonical energy-momentum

tensor* differs from the symmetric one by the covariant derivative

of antisymmetric spin tensor. As known, in the Euclidean space-

time for space-limited system this divergence makes no contribu-

tion into the integral characteristics of the system (into the to-

tal energy-momentum, energy flow,etc), therefore the canonical and

symmetric energy-momentum tensors are equivalent In describing

integral properties of the system.

In accordance with relation (21), if the spin tensor is not

equal to zero, then In the non-Euclidean space-time the covariant

derivative of the canonical energy-momentum tensor is not equal to

zero either and is defined by direct interaction of the spin

22



tensor and the curvature tensor. Therewith the covariant derrivo-

tive of the symmetric energy-momentum tensor, according to (15),

is always equal to zero. For the scalar field, the spin tensor is

equal to zero, and the densities of the canonical energy-momentum

tensor and the symmetric one are equal.

3. NONCOVARIANT METHOD OF INFINITESIMAL DISPLACEMENTS

In addition to the covariant energy-momentum tensor, which

in case of a continuous medium is a generalization of the notion

of an energy-momentum vector, in an arbitrary Riemann space-time

one may also introduce a generalized complex representing a simi-

lar generalization in case of a continuous medium of the known no-

tion of analytical mechanics, i.e., the generalized momentum. As

known, it is not directly related to the conventional energy-mo-

mentum vector (for instance, for a point particle in the centrally

symmetric field the conserving component of the generalized momen-

tum it = dL/дф is a component of an angular momentum), "n the

general case the physical sense of the generalized momentum is de-

pendent on a specific choice o'f corresponding generalized coordi-

nates. Simi'-orly, the generalized complex has no bearing on an con-

ventional energy-momentum and its sense depends on a particular

choice of a curvilinear coordinate system. Therefore no wonder,

23



that application of generalized complex to calculate "energies"

brings about paradoxes and yields the zero value for gra-

/16/
vltatlonal wave "energy fiow" . Yet since the formulation of

the energy-mouentum problem has historically been associated with

generalized complexes we shall briefly consider the corresponding

derivation.

Let us put down the action integral variation not in form(4)

but in the form

We also represent tho variations S?ik , S<£. in the form

. B.i

and put down the vector density J not in form (7) but in the

fora

ik - - г." {\ t*d
a
 i * nf d

t
 dj\ (27)

As opposed to (7), the decomposition of the vector density

J in expression (27) into various items is noncovariant. With

arbitrary coordinate transformation various terms "mix up". The

noncovariant generalized complexes '. and p " represent a cer-
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tain Superposition of the tenser densities »
i
 , M

(
 and t*

l

with noncovarlant coefficients. Comparison of (7) and (27) yields

the relations

Jt a kn kta
 a

 m ч

1 - г м - N
m
 Ц r, + R#. • ~

kt m ktn ko£

к
The complex r coincides with the energy-momentum tensor

«k

•. only In the Cartesian coordinates Ox the Euclidean space-ti-

me, «here R „ = 0 and Г, = 0 , and the Integral of the

ik£m km
component r° has the sense of the total energy only in the Car-

o
к

tesian coordinates of the Euclidean space-tine. The complex T

is in tiHe general case a combination of the canonical energy-oo-

mentum tensor t
{
 , spin tensor Mj and supereomentum tensor N. °.

к к£ kfn
The expessions for the complexes r , y. and v take

* * i

the following form

к
 k

М- = - - • .

(29)

(30)
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If aotlon equations (14) are fulfilled , one may, Instead

ox tha cevsrlsat systes of equations (22-24), obtain tor the ge-

neralised complexes the following system of equations

(31)

k

 Л
 "

к

|kn|

%
 = «• (33)

Here

Noncovariant equations (31-34) are similar to those of

(20, 21-23), but the system of equations (31-33) coincides in its

sense with the covariant system of equations (21-23) only In the

Cartesian coordinate system of the Euclidean space. In an arbit-

rary coordinate system even in the Euclidean space-time one can-

not set any definite sense to the generalized complexes and equa-

lities (31-34).

We seen that in an arbitrary curvilinear coordinate system,

both in the Euclidean and non-Euclidean spaces,one may simulta-

neously introduce the covariant tensor densities tj , S " satis-

fying covariant equations (21-23) and noncovarlant generalized
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complexes r , а
к в
 satisfying noncovarisnt equations (31-33).

There Is no need to Introduce noncovarlant generalised complexes

into the theory. In the general case in an arbitrary curvilinear

coordinate system these noncovarlant quantities have no bearing

on the formulation of the energy-momentum problem. To a large

extent they are specified by not only the properties of the phy-

sical system but also by the curvilinear coordinate system being

applied.

4. ENERGY-MOMENTOH IN THE EINSTEIN GRAVITATION THEORY

In theories with the Einstein geometrization as well as in

all the other theories covariant conservation equation (15) holds

for the total symmetric energy-momentum tensor of the system in

question. However in such theories the quantity t is at a time

the Euler-Lagrange variation for a dynamic field variable fl
Jk
 •

Therefore in conformity with the field equations the total symmet-

ric energy-momentum tensor is equal to zero in these theories.Cor-

respondingly, the gravitational wave energy-momentum tensor la

equal to zero for free gravitational waves.

in the fully geometrized theory, and the Einstein theory is

such,the total energy-momentum tensor is not the only one satisfy-

ing conservation equation (15).Energy-momentum tensors of both the
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gravitational field and the matter also singly satisfy a similar

equation (since result (15) follows Just from the fact that the

Lagranglan density is a scalar one). This means that in the Eins-

tein theory both the energy-momentum tensor of the matter and the

energy-momentum tensor ot the gravitational field are conserved

(covariantly).

Identities (23) and (24) suggest that in a theory with the

Einstein geometrization the Lagrangian density depends only on a

metric tensor fl.,. and the curvature tensor R „

In theories with the Lagrangian density (35) the tensor den-

sity M. specified by expression (9) takes a simple form

(kl)mn
with the value of L being

(kftmn dL dL »L
= "7ГТТТ ' an aft ( 3 7 >

1 m n kf nkbn ntkm

_kn
The spin tensor density 5. is of the form

kn t tank mkn.

Sj =i-\7 m (N. - N . )• (38)

In theories With the Lagrangian density (35) the density of

the symmetric energy-momentum tensor is represented in the form
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(39)

From equations (22), (24), (39) there follows a simple exp-

preeslon for the denelty of the canonical energy-momentum tensor

f
k

. (40)

Equality (40) suggests that in theories with the Einstein geomet-

rization tne antisymmetric part is not present in the canonical

energy-momentum tensor of the gravitational field.

From (36), (39) and (40) there follows another expression for

the density of the canonical energy-momentum tensor of the gravi-

tational field

«к к nmk

Since in theories with the Einstein geometrization the den-

sity of the symmetric energy-momentum tensor of the gravitational

field is equal to zero

»
ik
=-25L/5fl.

k
= 0, (42)

in accordance with the field equations, we obtain the expression

T
k
 - Я7 V N

m
°

k
 *

43)
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For the Einstein theory with the Lagranglan density

C44)

.,k£n

we find that the tensor density N Is equal to

N*1" = V=T<2« V - «f flkn- a'a'»). (45)

Since the covariant derivative of a metric tensor is equal to zero

then, according to (36) and (45), we obtain the zero value for
. nk ,nk

the tensor densities M. and 5.
nk nk

M. =0, Sj = 0. (46)

In the Einstein theory the canonical energy-momentum tensor of

the gravitational field proves to be equal to the symmetric one.

tlk= Г'" = 2v^e (Rlk
 - l g

i k
R ) = o. "7)

Surely, this rigorous result holds in any approximation of the

Einstein theory including the weak field approximation where gra-

vitational waves are usually considered In.in the Einstein theory

the symmetric and canonical energy-momentum tensors are both equal

to zero.

For the Lagranglan density (44) this result may be obtained

in a more direct way, without the general formalism being applied.

With transformation (3) the variation of the action integral with

the Einstein Lagrangian density (44) is of the form
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Let us transform the quantity Я В R

(49)

Then using the algebraic identity

^ X - K
R ) = 0

'
 (50>

we obtain that

where the Lagranglan density J la nf the form

J
 • "'i < ' (52)

Since equalities (23) and (24) hold automatically for the Lagran-

gian density (44) and,besides, 5, = 0, equality (25) takes a

simple form (52), «here the density of the canonical energy-mbmen-

turn tensor t is defined with expression (47).

We shall show that in the noncovariant method of infinite-

simal displacements one may also construct the deduction scheme

in such a way that for a generalized "energy-momentum" complex we
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obtain the density of the symmetric energy-momentum tensor of the

gravitational field. In the noncovarlant method of Infinitesimal

dlsplacemets for the case of the free gravitational field the va-

riation of the action Integral is written down in the form

(53)

the general expression for the vector density J having form

(27). Using relationships (49) and (50) we shall put down the di-

k
vergence #

k
J in the form

( 5 4 >

the generalized complex
 r

i
 proving to coincide with the density

of the symmetric (and canonical) energy-momentum tensor of the

gravitational field

r." - *.
k
 = t = 2vPe4R

k
. - i-/. R ). (55)

Thus,with an appropriate construction of the deduction scheme we

may obtain covariant and strictly zero(for the free field)result

even for the complex г . In the general case we can always ob-

tain the symmetric energy-momentum tensor density of the system

as the generalized complex. Let, for example, the vector density

J be of form (27). We shall transform the expression д J in

the following fashion
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Taking Into account equalities (24) and (33) which hold identically

In any theory, equality (56) takes a simple form

к к i
d
k
i = -<?

k
(t. { ).

 ( 5 7 )

where

к к , nk
t = r - d o
I i n i

As a result, we obtain the symmetric energy-momentum tensor density

as the"energy-momentum" generalized complex (the coefficient in

front of the vector £ in the expression for д J ).

This example shown that, as differed from symmetric energy-

momentum tensor which is always defined unambiguously, the expres-

sion for the generalized complex т may depend on a calculation

technique. The expression for the generalized complex г is also

dependent on such a factor as addition of the divergence to the

Lagrangian density, which is of no importance for the field equa-

tions. For example, if the term d^ai , where ft> = <a ( фшд
к
ф),±в added

to the Lagrangian density \-=Цф, д.ф, дд^ф) the item
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will be added to tbe generalized complex (28). Tbe field equations

would unchanged in this case. Therefore if the generalized complex

Is defined from tbe field equations (aa it was done by Einstein),

such a definition will lead to a quantity which doea not corres-

pond to the complex obtained by the method of Infinitesimal dis-

placements from tbe covarlant Lagranglan densityTpf R containing

the divergence terns. (The divergence terms in the Lagranglan den-

sity of the Einstein theory are known to be essential to provide

the general covariance of the theory).

Thus, for tbe case ot the completely geometrlzed Einstein

theory with the Lagrangian density yf-^R the canonical energy-momen-

tum tensor of the gravitational field is equal to the symmetric

one. For tree gravitational waves these two tensors are equal to

zero.

As known, to describe tbe energy-momentum characteristics

/25/
of tbe gravitational field in the Einstein theory, Lorentz and

Levi-Civlta have already proposed to consider tbe symmetric

energy-momentum tensor of tbis field, as it is done in all tbe

other theories.

But in this case in the Einstein's formulation ot gravita-

tion theory

(58)

S«lk ««lk
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the total energy-momentum tensor of any closed system of tbe mat-

ter plus gravitational field turn out to be equal to zero accor-

ding to tbe field equations. This result seemed unacceptable to

Blnsteln for physical reasons, and we fully agree with him. As

to tbe proposal of Levl-Clvita,Einstein wrote the following:"The

quantities • are Interpreted aa components of the gravitational

field energy tensors. Surely, no logical Objections can be put'

forward against such a denomination. Yet, I find that the conse-

quences we used to make from the conservation laws cannot be drawn

from equation (58). This is related to the fact that, according

to (58), the components of the total energy tensor vanish every-

/24/

where" . The physical intuition of Einstein did not allow him

to accept these results which are sharply different from those in

all the other theories. And we fully agree with Einstein that

"the exceptional position of tbe gravitational field energy ae

compared with other types of energy would result in inadmissible
„ /6/

consequences .

Tet, the general physical notions and tbe fundamental notion

of energy-momentum in particular, are common to all the physical

theories. And one is not allowed to Introduce special notions

of "energy"for each specific physical theory. Result (58) does

exist in the Einstein gravitation theory, and it is an unambigu-

ous evidence for the exceptional position of the gravitational
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field energy In the Einstein theory am coapared with all the other

kinds of energy.

Undoubtedly realizing unacceptabillty ot such a result in a

physical theory, as Einstein did, we consider it to be a convinc-

ing evidence favouring a necessity to change the gravitational

field equatioce ot the Einstein theory.

Einstein tried to avoid these problene by Introducing into

the theory a specific definition ot the gravitational field ener-

gy with noncovariant pseudotensors being applied. In paper//24/' be

considered the question on the gravitational wave energy In the

general theory ot relativity and obtained a positive value for

the "energy" of gravitational waves defined with the use of pseu-

dotensors. We shall show in the subsequent section that if the

method of calculation for the gravitational wave "energy" sugges-

ted by Einstein is followed consistently, with the covariant Lag-

ranglan density \-$R being applied everywhere, a strictly zero va-

lue is obtained for the "energy" of the gravitational waves as

well. Thus, though the way chosen by Einstein led to introduction

of noncovariant quantities into the covariant physical theory, it

did not and could not lead a solution of the energy-nonentum prob-

lem in the Einstein gravitation theory.
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V. THB EINSTEIN'S CALCULATION

FOR THE GRAVITATIONAL WAVE "ENERGY"

IN THB THEORY WITH THE LAGRAHGIAN DENSITY V
е
?R

In calculating the gravitational wave "energy" flow Einstein

made use not of the symmetric (or canonical) energy-momentum ten-

sor but of the generalized complex satisfying relations (31) and

(32). The general formalism of the infinitesimal displacement

method, and relation (32) in particular, bear witness to the fact

that the application of the generalized complex r Instead of

the symmetric energy-momentum tensor in the Cartesian coordinates,

where a certain sense may be attributed to the generalized complex,

may give no essential difference. In the most general case these

quantities differ just by the divergence of the spin antisymmmet-

rlc complex, which makes no contribution into the Integral charac-

teristics of the system for spatially limited systems. Therefore

for such systems the symmetric and canonical energy-momentum ten-

sors are fully equivalent in calculating the total energy and

energy flow. And in all the physical theories the difference bet-

ween the symmetric and canonical energy-momentum tensors is always

neglected.

As differed from the symmetric energy-momentum tensor which

is always determined unambiguosly, the expression for the energy-

momentum canonical tensor (in this section we always imply the Car-

tesian coordinates and therefore apply the term tensor instead of
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complex) depends on addition of the total divergence to the* Lag-

ranglan density «hat, as known, is immaterial tor the field equa-

tion*. To avoid any unamblguitles one could in all cases use the

symmetric energy-momentum tensor only. The known procedure of

/27—28/

symmetrization of the canonical energy-momentum tensor' cor-

responds just to the transition from the canonical energy-momen-

tum tensor to the symmetric one and reduces to addition of the

right-hand part of relation (32) to the canonical energy-momentum

tensor. As shown above, the scheme of the infinitesimal displace-

ment method may be constructed in such a way that the symmetriza-

tion of the canonical energy-momentum tensor should hold automa-

tically already on '..be stage of obtaining the expression for the

canonical energy-momentum tensor. So only the symmetric energy-

momentum tensor will always be present in the theory. In all the

physical theories the application of the symmetric energy-momen-

tum tensor instead of the canonical one brings about no anomalies

and doss not change the physical sense of the theory.

But in the Einstein theory the symmetric energy-momentum

tensor of the matter plus gravitational field system and, in par-

ticular, the energy-momentum of tree gravitational waves are

equal to zero.

We shall show that in calculating the "energy" of free gra-

vitational waves with the Einstein* s standard method using the
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generalized complex
 r
, , which Is constructed with the help of

the generally covariant Lagrangian R, the same strictly zero re-

sult is obtained for the "energy" of the gravitational field*.

The generally covariant Lagrangian density (44) la depen-

dent both en the first and second order derivatives of a metric

tensor. As known, a scalar density cannot be constructed fron the

components of g and its first derivatives. Yet, &s Einstein no-

ted, the second derivatives enter the Lagrangian density (44) only

in the form of the derivative ot some quantity ы (which is not

the vector density, however). Instead of the Lagrangian density

\/-lfR one may introduce another effective Lagrangian density

a

mp n
 p n m

 '

г
р ю
-

я
 г

рш
>,

which contains no second derivatives of g • Though the quantity

(59) is noncovariant, but due to the existence of the Identity

3

it leads to the same field equations that the Lagrangian density

\£BTR.Therefore in derivation of the field equations (and in this

case only) one can, for reasons of simplicity, use not the gene-

rally covariant Lagrangian density v ^ R but the noncovariant quan-
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tlty (59). But surely one should bear In aind that the complete

theory la covarlant only If tbe Lagranglan density v^flRls belag

applied, and tbe application of the quantity \£fl" soaewhere else,

besides the derivation of the field equations, results In viola-

tion of the general principles of the theory. (For other theories

with the Binsteln geoaetrizatlon, for instance, In theories with

the quadratic Lagranglans К , R
]fc
 К and K

ik£mR the second

derivatives In tbe Lagrangian density can be in no way singled

out In the fora of the divergence ten. Therefore this property

of the Einstein gravitation theory is accidental).

•eking into account that the energy-aoaentua tensor is equal

to zero In the Klnsteln theory, equality (32) takes the form

r* - a . * * (60)

and is in fact just another fora of writing down the Einstein

equations. In a theory with the Lagrangian density A/-QR the ge-

nk /ЗЯ/

neralized complex «̂  takes the form '

V
k
 id

t
 g

io
 - d

n
 9.

t
 ) - (61)

In calculations of the gravitational wave "energy" flow fr° d S
Q

is usually calculated'
24
'. According to (60) and (61), this quan-

tity is equal to
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Following Einstein, represent 9
ik
 in the form

end take the quantities Ф
1к
 for the new field variables. As usual,

we shall choose the Gilbert's additional conditions

In this case the free gravitational field equations will take the

form of conventional wave equations Q ^
l k

=
 "•

As known, without the Gilbert's conditions being violated,

one may subject the coordinates to nonlinear transformations

x4x''=x
l

+
f

4
(x-t)

(the complex r is noninvariant with respect to nonlinear trans*

л
formations) and choose the functions £ in such a way that only

the components of the fields Ф. and ф. ?~Ф
3 3
 should not be equal

to zero in flat gravitational wave (far from the source all the

gravitational waves are in fact flat) expanding along the axis x.

All calculations are usually made in the Einstein coordinate sys-

tem defined in such a way.

But as the exact relation (70) suggests, the gravitational

wave "energy flow" is independent of the field components ф
2
 and

Ф 22
 a n d i s

 defined only by Ф
О1
 which are equal to zero in the

Einstein coordinate system being applied. In the Einstein theory

the energy-momentum of the gravitational waves with the Lagrangian

densities y-i R are equal to zero.
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However though the energy-momentum of a flat gravitational

wave proves to be equal to zero also In calculations with the

peeudotenaor being applied, such a gravitational wave, as known,

/39/

carries the curvature . The curvature tensor in a flat gravi-

tational wave is not equal to zero and is defined by the ваше com-

ponents Ф
2з
 and Ф

22
 = ~Ф

23

R (

" 0 2 0 2 " 2 2 2

« в = _ Р = -L.A"
"1203 1213 0203 2 23 '

R 1303 = " 1313 0303~ Т 33 *

As known, the Einstein equations in the vacuum R
Jfc
 = 0 allow solu-

tions for which the curvature tensor is not equal to zero. Among

other things, this means that the space-time curvature in the

Einstein theory is not defined unamblguosly by a matter distribu-

tion. One could, of course, require that, when T
i k
= 0, the

curvature tensor should be equal to zero. But in this case the

theory would not be the one developed by Einstein.

In the Einstein gravitation theor$ a flat gravitational wave

carrying the curvature may affect the detector and, consequently,

transfer it the energy. As known, the relative deviation of two

test particles Is determined by
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And if the curvature tensor components in the gravitational wave

are not equal to zero, the detector particles come into relative

motion, I.e. they accept the gravitational wave energy. A* known

from electrodynamics, the equation for a charged particle motion

m
"d7***

F
 "

k

may be put down in the form

к p
 ж
 к ~ к t

ik Ik
where «

p
 and *

(
 are the energy-momentum tensors of a particle

and the electromagnetic field, respectively. Ibis signifies that

the effect of an electromagnetic wave on the particle (t F u
k
)is

surely related to the presence of energy in it and to its trans-

fer to the particle. It is quite natural to expect, as Blnstein

did, similar physical representations to hold in the gravitation

theory as well, i.e. the gravitational wave should posses quite

definite energy-momentum and during the gravitational wave and

detector interaction its energy-momentum should transfer to it.

Therefore from the view-point of conventional representations of

the properties of a physical system, the fact that in the Blns-

tein theory the gravitational wave carried the curvature and no

energy, is an evidence for an intrinsic contradiction of the Bins-

tein gravitation theory. This result testified to a necessary
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change In the Einstein's femulation of the gravitation theory

In favour ror such a theory «here the energy-*oeentun of the gravi-

tational field would posses properties Inherent in all the other

physical theories.

Why then. It aay be asked, did Blnsteln obtain In his tine

the nonzero result for the "energy" of the gravitational wave?Tbls

has undoubtedly played a part In establishing his formulation of

gravitation theory. The fact is that in his calculations Einstein

used the generalized complex 0
{
 obtained from the noncovariant

Lagrangian density y/-$6 , which can be applied only in deducing

the field equations without the general principles of the theory

being violated. The Einstein complex is of the form

1
 Нд.9 )

 l
шп

ШО

For a noncovariant theory with the Lagrangian density (59) the an-

kn
tisymmetric complex similar to the complex o

%
 , I.e. the one

whose divergence is equal to the difference between the density of

the symmc

form'
4 0
'

the symmetric energy-momentum tensor and the complex &
i
 takes the

'iWr-Vi (62)

Now Instead of equality (60) we obtain the equality
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( б з >

In the Einstein coordinate system where only the filed components

<£23and Ф ="^33 ^
r
^

 n o t
 equal to zero for a flat gravitatio-

nal wave expladlng along the x axis, we obtain the expression

<
64
>

for the "momentum" flux density calculated with the help of the

Einstein complex. Result (64) coincides with the Einstein's re-

,„/24/
suit

Subtraction of the divergence д <u" from the generally co-
n

variant Lagrangian density (44) results in the corresponding sub-

traction of the nonzero divergence
" v к »

д (S. ш -S. a )
il 1 I

from the both parts of equality (60). Addition of divergence

terms to the Lagrangian density usually does not change the phy-

sical sense of the theory, and the Lagrangian density is defined

to an accuracy of the divergence. It was not the case in the Eins-

tein gravitation theory.

In all the physical theories the field variables for spatial-

ly limited systems vanish as r"
1
 at least, and the integral of the

spin tensor divergence makes no contribution into the irtegral

quantities. But in the Einstein gravitation theory, as a conse-

quence of geometrization of the gravitational field Lagrangian
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density, the field variables B
jk
 do not tend to zero with г -»«

even for Isolated limited systems. As a result, the Integral of

spin complex divergence Is not equal to zero. In the Einstein

theory ire always deal with the so called unlimited systems. There-

fore addition of the divergence to the Lagrangian density leads

to different results. In this point another essential defect of

all the theories with the complete geometrization becomes apparent.

If the derivative d^ot ±s not subtracted in formula (59)

but, say is added to the Lagrangian desnity v-flR, then a negative

value will be obtained for the gravitational wave "energy" in the

Einstein standard coordinate system though the field equations do

not change in this case. If the derivative ей a" with an arbit-

rary coefficient с is added to the Lagrangian density \MJR, an

arbitrary value to the gravitational wave "energy" will be obtai-

ned in the Einstein coordinates.

However addition of such divergence terms is lnadmissable

in the Einstein gravitation theory because it leads to violation

of the general covariance of the theory (there exist no deep phy-

sical reasonings favouring addition ot such terms to the general-

ly covariant Lagrangian density). In the Einstein theory there is

the only generally covariant Lagrangian \Z~0*R which in the stan-

dard coordinates yields the rigorously zero value for the gravi-

tational wave "energy".
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Though all the known generalized complexes are invariant

only with respect to linear coordinate transformations, essen-

tially nonlinear coordinate transformations, for example those of

(73), are usually applied in calculations for the gravitational

wave "energy", if It Is calculated with the help of the Einstein

complex which depends only on the first order derivatives of a met-

ric tensor, one may always choose a simply defined set of coordi-

nate systems where the "energy flow" of the flat gravitational wa-

ves is equal to zero. As known, the first derivatives of the met-

ric tensor can always be brought to zero locally, in a point. But

for a flat gravitational wave the first derivatives may be -put to

zero not in a point only, but also over the whole surface orthogo-

nal to the wave motion direction. On further calculating the "ener-

gy flow" of the flat gravitational wave through such surface and

using the Einstein complex, we obtain a zero result.

We are arriving at a conclusion that although Einstein

sought to attach to the notion of the gravitational wave energy-

momentum a sense, close to the physical sense of energy-momentum

in all the other theories, this proves to be impossible in his

theory. The heart of the problems is in the basic principles of

the Einstein gravitation theory themselves, i.e. In the assumption

(which does not follow from the experimental facts) on the com-

plete geometrization of gravitation theory. In a arbitrary theory
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with the complete geometrlzatlon the energy-momentum of free gravi-

tational waves is equal to xero^17^. Therefore if one requires

that gravitational waves in GR should carry a positively definite

energy, then it is necessary to construct a theory where the gravi-

tational field should be nongeometrlzed.

6. ON THE EQUIVALENCE PRINCIPLE

As mentioned above, experiments suggest that inertial

and gravitational masses are equal for test bodies only. This fact

does not, under any circumstances, suggest that in the non-Eucli-

k

dean space-time the energy-momentum tensor density of matter *l

will have the same form as In the Euclidean space-time and does

not imply that the laws of the special relativity theory are lo-

cally valid in an arbitrary non-Euclidean space-time. But usually

in the Einstein gravitation theory these hypotheses, i.e. the hy-

potheses on the equivalence principle are assumed to be fulfilled.

"For an infinitesimal region of the four-dimensional space there

always exists such a coordinate system Ko, where the gravitation

force does not influence either the material point motion or other

physical processes"

From the general principle of invariance it follows that

the matter Lagrangian density is a functional of the form
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where

Ф = <Э ф + F Г ф .

In a geometrlzed theory, the Einstein theory including, there вгв

no grounds whatsoever for a hypothesis on the density of the mat-

ter Lagrangian Ly to be explicitly independent of the curvature

tensor. The presence of such an explicit dependence violates no

general principles of the theory and does not contradict the ex-

perimental facts. Moreover, in some cases such a dependence ari-

ses by necessity in a geometrized theory (the dependence of the

scalar field Lagrangian on R'
4 2
~

4 4
'

 t
 the dependence of the equa-

tion for a charged particle motion on R
i k
g

m
 ,

'
 k
 2e

2
,..i «2 *v *

2
 #e

l k
 i к m

U
 *

But the explicit inclusion of the curvature tensor into the

tion equations or the matter Lagrangian density certainly means

violation of the equivalence principle.

"The principle of equivalence between acceleration and gra-

vitation is approximated and rigorously logical. It may be accep-

ted for kinematical analogies only, but not for construction of

any unlocal gravitation theory" (Pock'
47
^).

In case of the curvature tensor not being explicitly present

in the Lagrangian matter density, it may appear in the energy-mo-
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mentun tensor density T
{
 or In the notion equations. Let, for

example the curvature tensor not be explicitly present in the

expression for Ц, . Substitution y
jfc
 -• 9

&
 and D

 k
- V

k
 *« *

standard generalization of the Lagranglan density of the special

relativity theory tor the non-Euclidean space-time. Compensation

tor various terms Is possible In special cases, therefore L
H
 nay

be independent of ^ flk£ . In electrodynamics, for example, one

may put L M= Ц/l^) , where

But even in this case the field equations for the vector poten-

tial are explicitly dependent on the curvature tensor,

т

/39/
and, consequently, as Indicated by Eddington , the laws of the

special relativity take no place even in a locally inert!al coor-

dinate system. In the general case there are no reasons to expect

terms with derivatives of a metric tensor to compensate for.

Let us consider the structure of the matter energy-momentum

tensor in the simplest case, when

With an arbitrary infinitesimal coordinate transformation (3) the

variations 8 ̂ 7 ф ) and 8 <1ц have the form
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dL
M

Ik 4
d

"ik "''д

J <£ »
*•" B

i А к А

5
^

 =
 a^ " «

where Div stands for divergence terms. Using the equality

we obtain the expression:

for the density of the matter energy-momentum tensor. For a typi-

cal case of L,, being a quadratic function of the first order

field derivatives , the quantity dLJd{^> ) Is of the form

and the expression for \7V contains terms with the second

n

order derivatives of type

1 B.k *

Thus if L
H
 is manifestly dependent оп^ф., terms with the curva-

ture tensor appear in the density of the matter energy-momentum
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tensor. An explicit preeense of such terms Is an evidence for the

fact that even In a locally inertial coordinate system the density

of the Matter energy-momentum tensor in the generql case has no

form Inherent in the special relativity theory in the Euclidean

space-time. Therefore in the general case in the non-Euclidean

space-time even locally physical processes do not proceed in the

same way as with the gravitational field being absent. The equi-

valence principle is not valid for all physical processes.

In the general case with the transition to the non-Euclidean

space-time, in the expression for the natter energy-momentum ten-

sor there appear terms proportional to the curvature tensor. Pro-

ceeding from flat space-time, obviously too little may be said

about such terms, fbis signifies that for continuous sources(for

example, for the star models and the models of the Universe)the

source structure in the gravitational field is in fact uncomple-

tely known to us. This is fully related to the Einstein theory as

well. Even for the simplest case of the ideal fluid there is no

reason to suppose the energy-momentum tensor of the ideal fluid

in an arbitrary non-Euclidean space-time to be ot the same form

(without terms with the curvature tensor) as in the Euclidean spa-

ce-time.
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VII. THE GENERAL PROPERTIES OF GRAVITATIONAL FIELD

To make a deeper insight into the difficulties and problems

of the Einstein's formulation ot gravitation theory let us consi-

der the general scheme of construction of gravitation theory.Fol-

lowing Lorentz''48'', Poincare^59^, and Einetein''50/' we consider

that "forces of any origin and gravitation forces in particular"

satisfy the relativity principle, "according to which the laws of

physical phenomena should be the same for a stationary observer

and for the one making uniform motion (Poincare^1'). In ana-

logy with all the other fields we treat the gravitational field

(the field of symmetric tensor of the second rank <£lk ) in terms

of a standard approach of the classical Lorentz-invariant field

theory. The relativity principle is in fact a manifestation of the

pseudo-Euclidean nature of space-time. Following Fock'2 and

considering "the covariance requirement to be standing to reason

and purely logical one", we write down the theory equations in an

invariant fashion in an arbitrary curvilinear coordinate system.

Application of arbitrary curvilinear coordinates is necessary,for

example, in obtaining the expression (irrespective of the Eucli-

dean nature of space-time) for the symmetric energy-nonentum tensor.

Let in arbitrary coordinates of the Euclidean space-time*)

with a metric tensor у
л
 there exist a closed system of physical

*)

Pseudo-Euclidean four-dimensional metric space with signa-

ture (+, -, -, -) is called the Euclidean space-time.
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flelda (the gravitational field Ф
кк
 and other fields Ф with the

Lagranglan density

' ^ ' V -
 (65>

Her© L(0) stands for th© dependence on Ф1&
1
Ф and ^ д^Ф-

A Choice of geometry for the description of a physical sys-

tem Is largely a matter of agreement. A possibility of the Bucll-

dean modelling the non-Euclidean geometries''
52
'' is a formal mathe-

matical basis of this arbitrariness. Within the same experimental

facts a choice of geometry to describe the gravitational field

itself is equivalent to a choice of definite equations for this

/53-56/

field . In particular, there is always a possibility to for-

mulate the field equations within the frames of the Euclidean

space-time. "Our Euclidean geometry Itself is Just a conventional

language. We could state the facts of mechanics relating them to

the non-Euclidean space which would be a less convenient but just

as legitimate basis" (Poincare^
53/
).

The consideration of all the physical fields in the Eucli-

dean space-time allows a clear and quite definite formulation of

the energy-momentum conservation laws in gravitation theory. Uni-

fication of such a consideration with the Einstein's idea on geo-

metrization makes it possible to construct a theory free from dif-

ficulties and contradictions of bis formulation of gravitation

theory and which completely describee tbe experimental facts.
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The Lagranglan density (65) may also be treated as a func-

tion of >
u
 and covarlant derivatives

ЧЛвП
 ~ . . . -В.»

 ш

•n £. ' i n n • ki к 'in

This would be an evidence for the fact the derivatives <? fl. and
i TED

д д Q enter the Lagrangian density only through the cova-
i к mn

riant derivatives of physical fields. But such a form is less

convenient since the formal symmetry between y
ik
 , ф

1к
 and Ф

А

is lost and thus the formulas are getting more cumbersome.

Let us single out from the total Lagrangian density the gravi-

tational part L
g
 , i.e. the part of the total Lagrangian contain-

ing gravitational field variables only. We shall call the remain-

ing part the matter Lagrangian density. As a result, the quantity

L is represented in the form

The gravitational field equations have the form

aL
g
 sL

u

ik TTj^

where

a a
8ф д » д ( д ) » к
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The equations of the matter motion are

SL
H
, 8ф = 0. (68)

The experiments of Newton''
18
^, Beesel , Eotvoj/

20
»

21
/,

Dicke
//22/

', and Braglneky
/23y/

 suggest the equality of lnertial and

passive gravitational messes to an accuracy of the proper energy

of gravitational interaction between particles. The contribution

from this interaction is too small to influence the results of

the experiments carried out. The theory provides the equality of

i»-irtial and gravitational masses, if one requires that the mat-

te:- Lagrangian density should be geometrized, I.e. be dependent

on a combination of the tensors y
ik
 and Ф

1к
'.

U L
«

( y
u'^

) + L
«

(
VV' <

6 9
>

The heart of geometrization is in the requirement that the descrip-

tion of the matter motion in the Euclidean space-tine under the

influence of the gravitational field Ф-
л
 should be equivalent to

the description of the matter motion in the non-Euclidean space-

time with a metric tensor 9
ik
 being dependent on the gravitational

field ф . The condition of geometrization for the matter Lagran-

gian density is a sufficient but not necessary condition for the

inertial and gravitational masses of a body to be equal. With an

account of the proper energy of the particle gravitational interac-
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tlon the complete gravitation theory may not be geometrized with-

out contradicting the experimental data^
18
"

23
^. But following;

Einstein and bearing in mind that the geometrlzation condition la

not a purely experimental one, but Implies an element of hypothe-

sis, we shall accept it for the matter Lagrangian density and con-

sider a class of geometrized gravitation theories.

The Einstein's brilliant idea on geometrlzatlon underlies

his gravitation theory. It was this very idea which had brought

about triumph of his gravitation theory. Yet, to construct a lo-

gically consistent theory it is essential to geometrlze the mat-

ter Lagrangian density only.The Einstein's idea on geometrization

actually determines the structure of the gravitational field source

and eubftantionally restricts the class of possible gravitation

theories. The known experimental facts do not reauire the gravita-

tional field Lagrangian density should also be geometrized. If

one, by analogy with the other physical fields, requires the gra-

vitational waves should carry energy-momentum, then the Lagran-

gian density of the gravitational field should be nongeometrized.

This signifies that the Lagrangian density L is dependent both

on the gravitational field variables ф^аай a metric tensor у .

In the geometrized gravitation theory in addition to the

original Euclidean space-time with a metric tensor y
J k
 there

appears the non-Euclidean space-time with a metric tensor g . If
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the gravitational field Lagranglan density were also geometrized,

with the ease metric tensor g (the Einstein geometrizatlon),the

original, i.e. "bare" Euclidean space-time would prove to be unob-

aervable. Only tbe non-Euclidean space-time with a metric tensor

g would turn out to be observable. Yet, for tbe non-geometrlzed

gravitational field Lagranglan density tbe original Euclidean space-

tine with a metric tensor у is as a real physical space-time

as tbe non-Euclidean space-time with a metric tensor g .

In geometrized theories with the Lagrangian density (88)

the gravitational field equations are formulated in terms of tbe

Euclidean space-time with a metric tensor у . But the matter mo-

tion can be completely described in terms of another space-time

with a metric tensor g . There is no contradiction about It .

In a geometrized theory with the nongeometrized Lagrangian den-

sity of the gravitational field the equation for the propagation

of the gravitational wave front and the electromagnetic one do

not coincide.

In a theory with аи arbitrary coupling equation (70) there

is always a possibility to replace the variables Ф^= 9
j k
~ у

and choose Ф
1к
 as new variables for the gravitational field.Then

for new variables Ф
1к
 we shall obtain other field equations, but

*'"... there can be no contradiction in our assumption that

one forces In tbe Nature follow one geometry and others their own

special geometry" (Lobachevsky/!/).
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with simple linear coupling equations. A choice of a definite

coupling equation with the fixed Lagrangian density Lf le equiva-

lent to a choice ot the definite Lagrangian density L, with the

fixed coupling equation. Therefore in the general case one may

choose, before specific definition of the fora of the gravitatio-

nal field Lagrangian density, the difference

as the gravitational field variables, without the generality being

limited. A possibility to choose various theories by means of a

simple choice of different coupling equations with some fixed Lag-

rangian density (which, for example, leads to linear equations for

the free gravitational field) Is in practice more convenient than

the definition of the theory with the help of various nonlinear

Lagranglans.

The presence of two metric spaces in a geometrlzed theory

brings about peculiarity in the formulation of the conservation

laws. Let us denote the covariant derivatives in space-time with

the metric tensors ylk and g{k as D k and V respectively. The co-

ik
variant derivative V. of the density of the symmetric tensor A

is represented, for example, in the form

\
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The conservation laws are of a standard fora In a geometrlzed theo-

ry, I.e. all the relations (4-24) are valid, the operators V
f c

being replaced by D
k
 and R

lk
ft

A
 being put equal to zero. But, be-

eldea, In a geometrized theory the conservation equation tor the

total symmetric energy-momentum tensor of the natter plua gravita-

tional field system may be represented in the fon of the covariant

derivative of the energy-юоиепturn tensor of the natter only in the

space-time with a metric tenaor «
ifc
.

VIII. THE CONSERVATION LAWS IN GRAVITATION THEORY

Let us consider a theory «1th the Lagranglan density (66).

The density of the total Lagranglan L reduces to the magnitude L

for tbe free gravitational field. Therefore strong conservation

equations (independent of tbe field equations being held) should

be valid lor both the total Lagrangian density L and for the gra-

vitational field Lagrangian density L and, consequently, for the

natter Lagrangian density L
H
*

With an arbitrary infinitesimal coordinate transformation^)

the variation of the action Integral J
H
 = /L d x has the form

S L M SLU SLU k 4

" ~*^SYik + " н Г а * к +
 " Ч Г * * А + °kJ )d x= °' (73)

«here SL/Зф is of fora (5) and the vector density J is
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<74>

With an account of the equalitlea

* «A

Jk вшу be represented in the form

\*ere the densities of the canonical energy^momentum tensor of

the matter (tj) and the spin tensor {$
к
 )ц have the form

V (76)

(s
> >- -

2
\t !^-

2
^1^/ОвТ(7Т)- ™

y
) it a(a ф У а{а )

к
 n
f *

 n
f ic д

We shall suppose the motion equations for the matter to be

valid, and put down equality (73) in the form
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к j SL
U
 iк j SL

U
 i

• D U
 +
(» ) { - 2 ф - — i f II» o. (78)k

 ' и m 8ф
кп

Here the density of the symmetric energy-momenta* tensor Is

Tbe arbitrariness of the displacement vector g in expression (78)

suggests two Identities

D (»") - 2DJ* — ) + -̂ -И- 0, «„ - 0.

к к i SLj, i

D,U + (t,) f - 2* —- П - о . (80)

Identity (80), in its turn, suggests three relations

^('r
D
.<0/4~'

 (82>

In a sinilar fashion we nay also obtain the corresponding equations

for the gravitational part of the Lagranglan density. For example,



In addition to equality (79) we shall have the equality

D (t
k
) - 2D U -^i) • — D, ф - 0. (84)

к i'g *
v
m &

Фкп
 8ф

кя

 l k n

where (̂  )
 g
 is the density of the symmetric energy-momentum

tensor of the gravitational field

Under the condition of fulfilling the equations of the gravitatio-

nal field (67) equalities (79) and (84) suggest the covariant con-

servation equation for the density of the total symmetric energy-

momentum tensor in the space-time with a metric tensor У
1к
>

| \ 1 ( » к л + < | ! 1 > 1 1

1 - | > |Л = о- (85)

The presence of the covariant derivative In equality (85) is not

an obstacle to formulate the covariant Integral energy-momentum

conservation laws (see §9 below).

We see that the gravitational field which is being considered

in terms of the Euclidean space-time пав a similar behaviour as

all ttie other physical fields. It posseses energy-momentum and

makes & contribution into the total energy-momentum of the matter

plus gravitational field system.

Now let us show that in geometrized theories the conservation

equation for the total energy-momentum tensor (85) may be presented
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In the fore of the covariant derivative of the energy-momentum

teneor of the matter only in the space-time with a metric tensor a.

Tbla result can be obtained by various methods. Considering

the quantity I_
M
 as a function ot the variables 9

lk
 and Ф

А
 one

can repeat the deduction ot the identity of type (79) for the geo-

metrlzed Lagranglan density L (9 , ф ) . But there is another

И ik A

option, i.e. direct transformation of identity (85). With an acco-

unt of the field equations (67) and (79) equations (84) and (85)

may be written down in the following form

•v,- T'.-
2
*-^-^"'*'^

0
-
 <ee>

Now we shall make use of the identity

1 . k
 k t

Ф. = -s-iS 9, + 8 9 )f

^kn

9, + 8 9 )f (87)

ko ^

following from Identities (75) and from the equalities

ft m n

Identity (87) and definition (72) make it possible to pat down the

equality
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Based on this equality, equation (86) takes the form to be found

where

Thus, under the condition of holding the gravitational field equa-

tions (67), the conservation law for the density of the total

energy-momentum tensor (85) and that of the form

vj* = ° (90)

are just two forms of putting down the same conservation law.The-

refore it is not true to say that equation (90) does not express

the energy-momentum conservation law. In the Cartesian coordinate

the covariant conservation law (85) takes the Einstein for* (1).

Hence equality (1) is as well just another way to write down the

covariant conservation equation (90), but in the Cartesian coor-

dinates only.
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The conservation equation (85) and consequently that of(90)

Is valid providing the motion equations tor the matter (68) hold.

Therefore equation (90) may be treated as a fora to represent the

aotlon equations for the matter. As known tor the case of test

particles, which are some singular distributions of the

matter, the motion equation (90) is nothing but the moti-

/57-» 58/

on along the geodetic . This is in Itself a mani-

festation and confirmation of the fact that in a geometrized

theory the inertlal and gravitational masses of test particles

are equal.This,of course,does not suggest a necessary stringent

fulfilment of the equivalence principle tor finite radius bodies,

equalities (85) and (90) are a notation of the same energy-

momentum conservation law in terms of various spaces. They are

a testimony to the fact that a choice of the specific space-time

to describe the system motion affects essentially the description

of this motion.In terms of a space-time with a metric tensor У
1 к

only the total energy-momentum tensor of the matter plus gravita-

tional field system conserve?covariantly, and the gravitational

field &
k
* a well aa all the other physical fields makes a contri-

bution Into the total energy-momentum tensor. At the same time In

terms of the non-ludldean space-time with a metric tensor Q a

test particle makes a free motion, along the geodetics, and the

effect of the gravitational field on the matter motion reduces to
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a change of the space-time curvature. It is obvious that one may

apeak of the gravitational field and matter energy exchange only

In terms of the Euclidean space-time with a metric tensor у
t
^"De-

manding that the conservation laws should bold we largely specia-

lize the reference system" (Einstein'
8
/).

It is frequently said that in gravitation theory the motion

equations (90) follow from the gravitational field equations and

that it is inherent in a nonlinear theory only.Actually, in accor-

dance with identities (79) and (88), in the most general case for

an arbitrary geometrized theory with arbitrary gravitational

field equations, both linear and nonlinear, tbe covariant conser-

vation equations (the motion equations), (90) are valid irrespec-

tive ot fulfilment of tbese equations. In any geometrized theory,

with the tensor density T being the source of the gravitational

field equations, say, in any theory with the linear coupling equa-

tion (71) or in theories with the Einstein geometrizatlon, both

part of the field equations satisfy the relation of type (90).

This signifies that In such theory

)= 0.

Equations (90) are just a fact of the free matter motion in the

space-time with a metric tensor (J
ik
 . The gravitational field equa-

tions govern only the properties of the space-time, In terms of

which the matter motion is described.
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A set of theories with the complete geometrizatlon whore the

gravitational field Lagranglan deaeity Is dependent only on some

combination of the teasore у and Ф
1к

is a subclass of geometrlzed theories with the Lagrangian density

(69). A possibility to represent L
g
 in the form of (91) is obvi-

ously associated with a choice of a particular form of the Lagran-

gian density L
g
. Being a consequence of the free gravitational

field equations in a theory with the complete geometrization,

SL/Sf
 u
 = 0, the energy-momentum tensor density of the gravita-

tional field in the space-time with a metric tensor у proves to

be equal to zero

In such a theory the free gravitational waves do not possess energy.

Apart from the assumption (69) on geometrization of the mat-

ter Lagrangian density, two assumptions more are made in the Eins-

tein theory: 1) the hypothesis (91)on the complete geoaetrization

is accepted; 2) metric tensors f
lk
 and g are supposed to coincide

The theories with the Einstein geometrization are a particular

case of those with the complete geometrization. Therefore in the

Einstein theory the energy-momentum tensor of free gravitational
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waveв 1в equal to zero and they do not carry energy. In these

theories the density ot the total energy-momentum tensor of the

matter plus gravitational field system Is also equal to zero

Therefore if one demands the total energy be positive, then gra-

vitation theory should relate to the class of theories for which

the Einstein geometrization is Impossible.

It should be stressed to create the space-time with a met-

ric tensor g with R
ik
/

m
 * ° the energy-momentum tensor of the

gravitational field t,
k
 should not be equal to zero. Figuratively

speaking, to create the non-Euclidean geometry in which the mat-

ter motion is described, the energy-momentum of gravitational

field is necessary, «hen t
ik
 = 0 over the whole space-time, the

curvature tensor of such a space-time is necessarily equal to

zero.

Therefore gravitation theories, where t
ik
 = 0 but R « 4 0,

are intrinsically contradictory. The Einstein gravitation theory

relates just to such a class of theories.

IX. OS THE INTEGRAL CONSERVATION LAWS

The Einstein's assumption that the noncovariant formulation

of the conservation laws in arbitrary curvilinear coordinates
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enabled to obtain the integral conservation laws, was an attempt

to Justify such а попсоvariant formulation.The formulation of the

integral energy-momentum conservation laws in any theory applying

curvilinear coordinates le first of all a purely mathematical

problem of defining the operation of covarlant Integration itself.

Without having such a definition there is no reason to discuss

the Integral energy-momentum conservation laws.

The non-Euclidean space-time has no unambiguosly defined

operation to integrate tensor quantities. This is a basic diffi-

culty of any physical theory formulated in the non-Euclidean space.

Since there is always a possibility to come to the Carte-

sian coordinates, to perform a standard integration and then come

back to the original coordinates,this signifies that in the Eucli-

dean space-time there undoubtedly exists an unambiguously defined

operation ot соvariant integration of tensors. An integral quan-

/52/
tity defined In such a way will be called a covariant integral.

In the Cartesian coordinates the quantity obtained in con-

ventional integration of the energy-momentum tensor Is a momentum

four-vector. A transition to curvilinear coordinates does not

change the physical sense of tensor quantities. Therefore the

quantity obtained in covariant integration ot the density of a

conventional covariantly conserved energy-momentum tensor (sym-

metric or canonical one) is a usual momentum four-vector satis-

fying the covariant equation of parallel transfer.
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In curvilinear coordinates one may sum only tensors loca-

ted In the same point of space-time. Therefore to integrate cova-

rlantly the tensor density T over the region S the following

operations have to be performed in curvilinear coordinates of the

Euclidean space-time: parallel transfer of the vectors dp. ( x) =

= T (x)dS.(jt') from the points x of the Integration region $

into a ce^cain summation fixed point у ; in this case the vectors

dp (x) are transformed into

and then summation of the vector dp (y) in a usual fashion

P
k
<y)=/A>,K)T"(x)dS

n
<x).

The task of defining the covariant integration operation

reduces to finding the explicit form of the nonlocal operator

A(y, x) making a parallel transfer of the integrated tensors from

the points x of the integration region into some fixed point у .

We may determine the explicit form of the operator A(y,x)

in the following way: come to the Cartesian coordinates x with

the vectors dp^) transforming into dp (x) = dp (x)dx
l
/dx

k
;

in these coordinates we make a parallel transfer of the vectors

dp
k
(x) into the fixed point f ; come back to the original cur-

vilinear coordinate system, the vectors dp (y) transforming

into dp (y) = dp (x)d х*/<?у" ; make summation of the vectors

dp (y). As a result we obtain
П
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P
. <*> = /<-~r>T

k
(*><»S

k
<x), (

92
)

I.e. the operator of the parallel transfer A
fc
(y# x) has the fora

А
к
(у,х)= dxJdy*. (93)

In a similar way one may calculate the total angular momentum

I m

/<Ц-)<£1- ) a"'" <x) dSn(x). (94)
ax* ИХ

Formulae (92-94) nay be represented in some other form. Let us

introduce the orthonormalized basis vectors A (x) with standard

properties

A* A
( n )
 = S

l

a
The quantities Г are related to the components of the basis

vectors in the following way

к On)
 k k

 .

(m)

So the vectors XL satisfy the equations
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The basis vectors A.
 J
 relate the Cartesian (x

1
) and cur-

vilinear (x ) coordinates as follows:

With the help of the basis vectors formula (92) nay be

written In the fora

(Г) - С(У)/А(
П)
(Х)Т£ (x)dSk(x). (96)

The integrand In equality (96) is a scalar. The integral

of a scalar quantity is quite a definite value in any coordinate

system,which coincides with its value in the Cartesian coordinates.

Therefore the Integral in (96) is the n-th component of the

total momentum four-vector of the system in the Cartesian coordi-

nates

1 k > 5 ) = C0IBt'
So equality (96) may be written down in a compact form

For the total angular momentum of the system one may similarly

put down

For a closed system

P = const; M = const ,
(n)
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and with an account of (95) equations (97-98) suggest the cova-

rlant equations

D P = 0; D M
k
"= 0, (99)

With an account of the conservation equations (15) and (21)

e к

and relations (95) the integrand in (95), (A
 n
 T ), satis-

fies the covariant conservation equation

Applylng the Gauss theorem which is known to have an unambiguous

sense for scalar quantities, we shall obtain

'* k

( A («> T e»** - * \ » > T < d V °- <1 0 0>
Equality (100) signifies that tor the closed system being consi-

dered the integral of the right-hand part of (96) is a constant

(a set of constants) independent of a choice of the integration

hypersurface. In this case the total momentum 4-vector is of

form (97) and satisfies the covariant conservation equation (99).

X. THE QDASILINEAR GRAVITATION THEORY

The above analysis has shown that if one Is left within the

frames ot the Einstein* s idea on geonetrization, to remove the

intrinsic contradictions it is necessary to change the Einstein
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equations for the free gravitational field. The gravitational

Lagranglan density L
g
 should be obligatory nongeometrized. In this

and only in this case the gravitational waves will carry energy-

momentum. We treat a class of geometrized theories in which the

gravitational field Lagranglan density depends on a metric tensor

y
jk
 and field variables ф •

There are theories with the linear equations for the free

gravitational field among a set of geomstrized gravitation tbeo -

ries with the Lagranglan density (69). In the presence of the

source the field equations are nonlinear. The nature of the nonli-

nearities depends on a specific choice of the coupling equation.

The coupling equation (70) may be given not only in the exp-

licit form,but also in the form of a certain functional relation

or a differential equation as it is the case in specifying the

coordinate conditions in the Einstein gravitation theory. Equa-

tion (71), for example, may be given in the form

, 2 m n n m

The equation

£lPi=L(y g + y g + y fl +У J ) (101)
dd
, 4 «Й Pk * IP IP 4k Pk 4У У

in km Я с&
~

is another differential equation linear in the coaponents of a

metric tensor g . Theory with, for example, the Lagranglan den-

sity
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la a quasilinear theory describing the known experimental facts

(the Indices are raised and lowered «1th a metric tensor y
J k
 ).

For an arbitrary coupling (70) the derivatives да /dv

"tnn 'ik

and да /дф. are related via (87), which for the coupling equa-
mn ik

tion (101) takes the form

2

To an accuracy of terms of the order (ф) the solution ox

equation (101) Is

«ik * >ik
 + Ф
Л

 +
 Т

у в
"ЧаА„ '

All the known experimental facts are described by approxi-

mation (103) for the fundamental solution of the theory equations.

There is no experimental information on subsequent terms of

expansion (103). Therefore an arbitrary quasilinear theory with

the Lagrangian density (102) and an arbitrary coupling equation

(70) allowing representation (103) within the weak field approxi-

mation, describes the experimental facts. However theories with

various coupling equations will be different in describing strong

gravitational fields and phenomena, for which the source structure

is essential (the evolution of the Universe, the collapse of
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etmra, the problem ot singularities). This indicates that the

transition fro» the known experimental facts to the complete gra-

vitation theory is essentially ambiguous.

The Rosen theory/60/ with the Lagranglan density

is an example of a simplest nonlinear geometrlzed theory descri-

bing the known experimental facts.

The quasilinear theory with the coupling equation (101) is

a specific representative of a set of theories describing the ex-

perimental facts. For the orthogonal metric*у
Jfc
 and 9

tt
 the solu-

tion of equation (101) Is the following

(no summation is present), i.e. the coupling equation (101) cor-

responds to a simple exponential form for the components of the

metric tensor

.2 ~Ф
и
 2 -^22.2 - 0

3 3
. 2

dt - • dx - • djr - • ^ " d

For a static gravitational field the quantity Ф
оо
 - In9

oo
 is

known to serve as a potential. Therefore the exponential fora cor-

responds to the formulation of the field equations for the gravi-

tational field potential. If L
f
 is dependent only on derivatives

<?= ̂ j0
k n
 the Lagranglan density and the field equations are inva-
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riont with respect to the conforms 1 transformation a -»C9
U
 cor-

responding to the transition to another gauge Ф
1к
 •* Ф-

л
 + '

n
 С . This

fact is one more attractive feature o/ the coupling equation expo-

nential type.

For a theory with coupling (101) the field equations have

the form

£•..!<;• 1>.,V>. „04,
S0 2 »

where

In the quasllinear theory with the Lagrangian density (102) equa-

tions (104) take the form

D D U -J
m ik

°D D " U - J - y / ) - - 8 » ( y T + y T
m ik / Ik n ni » nk •

The static spherically symmetric field in the theory with

coupling (101)is described by the metric

,2 Ф ,
 2
 -ф..

 2
 .2 .2.

as = e dt - e (dx + iy + dz )

the field equations being of the form
о

The external static spherically symmetric field in vacuum is

presented in the form
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(106)

where

Solution (106) has a singularity only at r ̂  0,corresponding

to the singular matter distribution in this point. №> problems of

the type of the Schwarzschild radius arise in Interpreting this

solution. If pressure is neglected the star collapses to the sin-

gular point r = О both for the Infinite time of an external obser-

ver and the infinite proper time of a freely falling one. The pre-

sent theory has no black holes, i.e. objects located under the

gravitational radius.

For the spherically symmetric objects which nay be treated

as an ideal fluid with the energy-momentum tensor density

,̂ _- * к Ь

i i t

the field equations of a quasilinear theory with coupling (103)

may be put down in the form

In this case the motion equations (90) have the known form
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These equations together with the equation of state of a corres-

ponding ideal fluid, completely determine the behaviour of any

spherically symmetric object.

Note that within the experimental errors solution (106) pre-

dicts the moon motion wltb respect to tlie Earth which agrees with

the results of the known experiment on lunar laser ranging .

XI. THE GRAVITATIONAL WAVE ENERGY IN A QUASILINEAR
GRAVITATION THEORY

As mentioned above, any version of a quasilinear theory

leads to the same result in calculations of the gravitational wave

energy, since the gravitational wave radiation is described by a

linepr approximation which is completely determined by the Newto-

nian limit and radiosignal delay within the solar field.

In a linear approximation field equations (105) take the

form

д д (ф - 4r-y ф )~-16ir(t ) (107)

(the Cartesian coordinates are implied). To an accuracy of the

energy-momentum radiation in the form of the gravitational waves
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the energy-Momentum conservation law (85) takes the form of that

for the energy-momentum tensor density of the matter only

< 1 0 8 )

As a consequence of field equations (107) and conservation law

(108) In a linear approximation of the theory the Gilbert's condi-

tion holds approximately

k
 1 к о

д (ф - v-S ф )= 0. (109)

к i 2 I n

It is sufficient to provide positivity of the gravitational wave

energy in the approximation under consideration.

We have the known solution in the form of delaying poten-

tial

ф = L/{! ) I dV (110)
ik Г ik H

 (|
 . I_)

for the quantities

ф = ф _ 1

ik Л к 2

bet us consider the propagation ot a flat gravitational wave

far from, the source along the x axis. The Gilbert's condition sug-

gests that the relations

** —1/ (111)

hold in such a wave. Since the source energy-momentum is conserved

with an accuracy of the energy radiation in the form of the gravi-

tational waves, then with this accuracy
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/(tJdV= const.

Proa equalities (110) and (112) it follows that in a linear appro-

ximation the field components V
o
 are time-Independent. Therefore

considering (111) one may put down that

li =-ф* = 0 . (113)

Only the components ф
23
 and Ф

22

7
 ^з3

of t h e
 eravitational wave are,

consequently, time-dependent.

According to relation (.62) the synmratric and canonical energy-

momentum tensors differ by the spin tensor divergence, which makes

no contribution into the total energy and tbe gravitational wave

energy flow for spatially limited systems. Therefore calculating

tbe gravitational wave energy flow one can make use of both the

symmetric and canonical energy-momentum tensors.

Tbe time-averaged energy flow of the gravitational waves ra-

diated by a spatially limited system is equal to

f--sr /«&«--/«>.«.-
la the Cartesian coordinates the canonical energy-momentum tensor

of the gravitational field In a theory with tbe Lagrangian density

(102) has the fore



The tensor (75) is expressed via the variables ¥tk quite similarly.

The components of the energy-momentum tensor of the gravitatio-

nal wave propagating along the x axis take the form

After using conservation equations (108) once again the quantities

4*ik are known to be expressed via the second order time derivati-

ves of the quadrupole moment. So

where

For the gravitational radiation power we finally obtain the

expression

dE G ...dE G ...2
A 45 c*

Here we have explicitly introduced the gravity constant G and the

light velocity c.

In the present quasilinear theory this result has a rigorous

sense and it may be reproduced in any arbitrary curvelinear coor-

dinate system. In a theory with the nongeometrized Lagran-
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gian density of the gravitational field there Is a possi-

bility to make the calculation of the gravitational wave

energy using energy-momentum tensors In the Cartesian coordinates

of the Euclidean space-time.

No Cartesian coordinate system exists in the Einstein theory.

As mentioned above, any arbitrary value may be attributed to the

gravitational wave "energy" being calculated with the help of a

pseudotensor. № sense can be attributed to the calculations of

the gravitational wave "energy" in the Einstein theory.

XII. ON POSSIBILITIES OF EXPERIMENTAL CHOICE

OF GRAVITATION THEORY

The theoretical problems associated with the formulation of

the energy-momentum conservation laws are an evidence for the fact

that in the general theory of relativity the energy-momentum has

no sense inherent in all the other physical theories. If the basic

principles and notions of the modern physical theory are followed,

we necessarily arrive at a conclusion that in the Einstein gravi-

tation theory the gravitational waves do not carry energy. On the

other hand, we see that the curvature waves affecting the detector

exist in the theory. In this point we see an intrinsic logical

contradiction of the Einstelns's formulation of gravitation theory.

This unsatisfactory result testifies against the completely geomet-

rized gravitation theory like the Einstein's one.
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If one Is left within the fгевее of the Einstein* s idea on

the natter and geometry relation and requires that the gravitatio-

nal waves as well as all the other physical fields should carry

energy momentum, we ought to change the Einstein equations in the

part describing the free gravitational waves. The experimental da-

ta do not demand that the gravitational field Lagrangian density

should be geometrized.

Being guided by the simplicity and linearity principles one

may construct a quaailinear geometrized theory satisfactorily de -

scribing the known experimental facts.

The geometrized quasillnear gravitation theory, in which the

gravitational field Lagrangian density is left nongeometrized, is

free from the difficulties and contradictions of GH in the formu-

lation of the energy-momentum conservation laws. It is more rele-

vant, than GR, to the Einstein* s ideas that in gravitation theory

the energy-momentum conservation laws should have the same sense as

in all the other physical theories.

The fundamental solution of the quasillnear theory, that of

(106), differs from the Schwarzechilds solution. It Is characte-

rized by two masses.The masses M and M are not equal for any

spherically symmetric source of the gravitational field with a fini-

te radius.Therefore,in principle,even for the planet motion within

the solar field the predictions ot the quasillnear theory differ

from those of the Einstein theory. Yet, these differences are small.
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Within the present experimental accuracy neither lunar laser

ranging, nor Measurement» of radloslgnal delay in the solar

field can distinguish the Einstein gravitation theory and the

quasilinear theory under consideration.

The distinctions between the quasilinear theory and the

Einstein theory should clearly manifest themselves In strong gra-

vitational fields, i.e. in describing the latest stages of the

evolution of stars and in describing the models of the Universe.

As opposed to the Binsteln theory, the fundamental solution of

the quasilinear theory has a singularity only in the coordinate

origin. Therefore all the problems concerning black holes are be-

coming pointless in the quasilinear theory in question. There are

no black holea. The quantitative results related to the boundary

values of the masses of the cold configurations of stars at the

latest stages of their evolution should also change.The empiric

information on nassive superdence stars is likely to play a defi-

nite part in choosing a gravitation theory.

Vtalike the Einstein theory the quasilinear gravitation theo-

ry yields a rigorously definite answer to the question of the gra-

vitational wave energy, if the fact of the gravitational waves ear-

ring energy-momentum la dlacoveres experimentally, this will tes-

tify against the Elnatoin'a formulation of gravitation theory.

Cosmology opens up wide prospects for an experimental choice

between various theories. Paper'17' has considered various homo-
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geous models of the universe constructed in the quaaillnear gra-

vitation theory. Irrespective of whether the "expansion" of the

Universe Is monotonous or not, the cycllclty of all the

considered model» Is a peculiar feature Inherent in the».

As opposed to the open models of the Einstein theory,

the quasilinear theory predicts a finite proper tire of

the Universe evolution cycle even In case of a monotonous "expan-

sion". The flat models of the Universe in the quasilinear theory

(homogeneous models correspond to the flat Universe in the

present theory) appreciably differ from those of the Ein-

stein theory: any value of the matter energy density is al-

lowed, both monotonous and unmonotonous behaviour are allowed. As

contrasted to the cyclic (closed models) of the Einstein theory,in

the unmonotonous models first "compression"'(without reaching the

singular state) and then "expansion" takes place. The flat model

is specified unainbiguosly in the Einstein theory. In the quasili-

near theory there are possible versions of the flat models differ-

ing , for example, in the value of the acceleration paraveter(lt

is always negative in the Einstein theory) and the universe age.

Therefore one may hope that refinement of the observational data

will be enable either to support some theory or at least t< argue

against some versions of gravitation theory.
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